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Real-time Monitoring
of the Dutch Railroad
Infrastructure

About ProRail
In the Netherlands, ProRail is a
government organization that
takes care of maintenance and
development of the national railway
network infrastructure, allocating rail
capacity, and traffic control. They
aim to keep the railroads in the best
possible condition while increasing
their throughput and capacity.
In 2015 ProRail were looking for
a fast solution for measuring the
temperature of switches and monitor
how the different heating systems
of switches are working and how
the tracks are responding to the
changing temperatures. 

Up2 and ProRail
Together with 1m2m – a Dutch
hardware provider, we delivered the
requested solution in a few weeks.
To speed up the delivery, we used
Maplese, our monitoring and control
framework which helps us deliver
customizable, scalable and highly
performant applications. The sensors
of the various heating systems were
connected to the Internet via Lora
Network, data collected and parsed
and ProRail could receive and
compare data from different sources.

ProRail’s approach towards innovation is to
do a lot of pilots with different partners. In
the pilots we have participated, the key point
that we addressed are:

Notify of a problem as it emerges
Monitor the systems and monitor the
monitoring – we detect when the sensor
monitoring the infrastructure could have
gone rogue. We monitor the wireless
network too.
Persist the data, without locking ProRail into
a specific cloud provider or service.
Create an environment in which exploring,
experimenting, and extending are stimulated
– adding a field, aggregation, or event
can be done on the fly, both in the data
processing and visualization.

Monitoring the railroad
switches and their heaters
The Netherlands is a humid place. During
the winter, the excessive humidity easily
turns into frost that could interfere with the
correct operation of the automatic railroad
switches. This might cause a delay or even
worse – an accident.
To prevent such critical events, heaters are
installed across the railroad network and
are turned on when there is a risk from frost
building up on the track.
To speed up the delivery, we used Maplese,
our monitoring and control framework which
helps us deliver customizable, scalable, and
highly performant applications.

The data from the sensors was
parsed, processed, and displayed on a
Dashboard.
Real-time notifications were implemented
for warning various departments and
contractors for problems in the heating
systems which resulted in fewer delays
and faster updates of the trains timetable
when needed.
The solution provided insights on both
whether the heaters are activating when
they should and if they are turned off on
time to prevent excessive wear of the
track from the temperature differences.

Weather forecast
and observations
ProRail has its own Weather Office and
based on their forecasts, precautious
measures are taken, for example
changing the schedule and putting
additional machinery available to handle
extreme situations.
Measuring the temperature on the tracks
together with the humidity helps to
predict if the moisture in the air will freeze
onto the wires. This is important for train
planning to avoid problems and delays.

ProRail are using weather information
service provider and they wanted to
compare that information with the
actual situation on specific places. The
1M2M devices were installed on such
places and on the wiring above the
train tracks.
Again, using Maplese, we connected
and parsed three different sources
of temperature and dew point
measurements and provided an
interface for the meteorologists
to track and monitor the weather
data from forecasts information,
observations data, and the actual
measurements from ProRail’s weather
stations.
With this UI the meteorologists no
longer needed to browse different
systems with own user interface and
own terms. They could see the data
together and focus on their main job
– making sure the trains continue to
move safely and promptly.

Vibration
sensors
experiments
Up2, 1m2m, and ProRail’s
Innovation office
conducted an experiment
that collected the
data from 20 vibration
sensors. The experiment
aims to assess the longterm amortization effects,
based on the vibrations
applied to the railroad.

RFID
scanning
An RFID device were
installed to track and
trace trains and
wagons.

Railroad Crossings
Monitoring
In the Netherlands, the railroad
infrastructure is one of the densest
and busiest in Europe. The crossings
between the railroad track and the
public road network are critical points
in the infrastructure. They could cause
inconveniences to the people traveling by
car and impose a risk from an accident.
We have created a monitoring solution,
that helps ProRail answer inquiries on the
durations of closures to the public road.
We track the movement of barriers and
watch out for critical failures – a barrier
closing too quickly might hit a passer-by,
and one that does so too slow could block
a vehicle on the crossing.

For ProRail it is very important to track
close and open time of the crossings,
so they know the impact for the new
train schedules. Currently, more than
170 barriers are monitored on various
parameters – barrier opens too
slow or closes too fast, device is not
communicating, battery is low, commands
are sent to the devices for requesting
location so the barrier can be visualized on
a map, and various reports on open/close
time are generated.
With this project, ProRail gained insights
they were unable to before. How much
time did they block the public road
network? Are there barriers that close so
quickly they could hit a passer-by? Are
there barriers that close so slowly that they
could block a vehicle on the railroad?

Message Data
Last values on the message
properties
Communication history
Historical chart on every property
(numerical) of the message

Real-time notifications
Advanced widgets for real-time
notifications
Filtering by type – thresholds, battery
life, connectivity
Multiple actions on the messages –
mark as read, delete

Management
and reporting
Manage metadata for devices
Export reports
Reset battery life
Send downlink message for
device location

Notifications
mobile app
Get notifications from different instances
Push notifications on your mobile device
when the app is closed or in the background

Architecture

Sensors
Just as software engineers tend to reuse
existing parts of their code, so do the hardware
producers. It is a common practice to create a
single mainboard and attach different sensors
and network adapters based on the business
case.
This is how 1m2m also builds their devices. For
ProRail, they are using the LoRA network adapter
that is configured to work with KPN’s LoRA
network. Based on the sensors attached to the
device (Battery, GPS, Temperature, etc.), they
send different types of binary messages.
These messages hold much more information
than JSON format for example. This is critical
when working with the restrictions imposed by
a network like LoRA, which aims to deliver good
coverage and very efficient energy consumption.

Network
In the last 10 years, the world started to
re-discover the low-power wide-area
networks (LPWAN) and the areas they
could be applied.
Using the KPN LoRA network we
connected hundreds of sensors without
the overhead of connecting to the power
grid or a wired network. The device had
to just be registered and attached to the
infrastructure that we needed to monitor.
KPN LoRA uses Actillity to handle
device registration, configuration, and
management. After verifying that the
devices are registered, KPN’s portal
forwarded the messages to us.

Data Processing
Maplese Forwarder

The messages from the devices are first
welcomed by our maplese.forwarder. This is
a gateway that secures the payloads are sent
to the right Maplese instance(s) and allow
us to migrate the data processing to a new
instance without downtime.

Maplese Core

Maplese is built on what we call a composite
architecture. One can define code and data
structures and upload them to Maplese. These
are formed in units which can be linked to
form a flow of activities at runtime.
Each flow represents the path that the device
data goes through. Each unit in the flow takes
care of a certain operation, such as parsing
JSON, unpacking network or device data,
sending a notification, exporting, and so on.

A Maplese instance comes with several predefined units. These units take care of the
common tasks like parsing XML or JSON,
unpacking the payload, sending data to a
common third party (like SMS, Email or Azure
Event Bus), triggering an alert, In-Memory
storage, File storage. Custom units can be
defined (there is Visual Code Editor provided)
when needed.

ProRail Flows and Units
For ProRail, we have three flows – one for the
barrier devices, one for the weather sensors for
the railroad switches and their weather office, and
one for the rest of the devices, that are used for
exploration in their innovation department.
When a specific project requires additional
functionality that we do not have, we create a
custom unit and connect it to the flow.
In the ProRail case, we have created a custom unit
that syncs data from a 3rd party weather provider to
improve their forecasts.
With each Maplese Instance, we include a webbased IDE, so when a flow must be changed
or a new unit added, this does not need heavy
deployment procedures. The instance compiles
its own code and is ready to apply the changes
starting from the next message.
The Maplese Instance for ProRail is hosted in Azure.

Storage and historical data
Maplese comes with out-of-the box local file
storage for the so-called hot data. It stores the
parsed messages and the notifications raised
on critical events. The data is used on the
Dashboard to display latest messages and some
historical trends on properties.
The messages about barriers are forwarded
to MongoDB storage for further processing
and reporting. The raw data is preprocessed
nightly to apply corrections for the red traffic
light duration, to detect missing and overlapping
messages and store the transformed data in a
new table. Web API is provided for generating
and exporting reports

Visualization
Each Maplese Instance comes with a Real-time
visualization tool out of the box.
Following the flexible approach from both the
device producers and our data processing, our
visualization tool is a configurable dashboard,
that can be tailored based on the project. We
focus on real-time communication, overlooking
big numbers of devices, and data that is mostly
coming through Maplese Core.
With our pre-defined widgets, we met all the
requirements of ProRail during the starting pilots.
This helped them explore and understand what
additional tools and views they would need. After
the pilots, we implemented specific widgets for
their Weather Office – one that compared their
in-house forecast with the one provided by their
weather partner and explores its accuracy based
on the observed weather.
For monitoring the railroad crossing, we created
a widget that provided insights on the availability
of the selected crossings.

Technology stack
Maplese Core – .Net Core. Could run on
ARM board like Raspberry Pi. MQTT as core
protocol, MQTT over WS for communication
with the Front-end applications. Onboard compilation capabilities (plug&play;
save&run).
Visualization and Web-based IDE – React.
js based, utilizing brace (editor), leaflet.js
(mapping), MQTT over WS, d3.js (charting)
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